
Dear Vincent, all, 
 
Please find below my comments for the two drafts. I have no major question 
or suggestion for reordering, but I have many small editorial comments. 
Take also some of the comments with a grain of salt, since I may also 
introduce some noise in the system… 
 
Cheers, 
 
 Fred 
 
General comments to both papers: 
========================== 
 
- one of my main editorial concerns is about the usage of “this”, “those”, 
“it”, or equivalent, to refer to a concept in a preceding sentence; this 
generally leads to possible confusion and inaccuracies and repetition is 
generally preferable to give a rigorous description of the analysis; 
 
- you use the verb “extract” frequently. I will generally note when this 
occur, but please consider replacing this verb everywhere with “obtain”, 
“determine”, “measure”, etc…; 
 Ok changed this as much as possible 
 
- usage of colons could be reduced; 
 Ok but will change only on specific request, and I tried to trust our 
native English speaker Mark W 
 
- try to use the present tense, unless you refer to past 
measurements/publications; 
 
- “MC” should be replaced with “simulation” (or equivalent) most of the 
time; 
 dropped MC everywhere before simulated and simulation and replaced it 
with simulation or simulated  
 
- there is a mixed usage of British and American spellings; please chose 
one and be consistent throughout the papers (parametrize, characterize, 
summarize, normalize, polarization); 
 Ok tried to fix this everywhere 
 
  



 
 
Comments on the PRD draft: 
===================== 
 
Abstract, end of line 2: “The results are obtained” 
Ok  
Abstract, last line: “data sets” 
Indeed, and will change it everywhere 
l.4: “subdegree level” 
no:  sub-degree is correct  
l.4: “b” in math mode 
yes  
l.8: remove “recent”, and “from LHCb [6—8] allow to determine”  and 
“However, “ (comma) 
ok  
l.9: “dominates the world average, as the most accurate measurements have” 
(“in this” —> “the”; remove “current”; replace “ones”) 
ok  
l.11: “Among new processes sensitive to gamma” (“them” is unclear) 
I believe it’s fully clear as it directly refers to the short sentence just 
before. Will keep it as it is.   
l.11: maybe the statement about charge conjugate modes can be moved here 
from line 83 
Ok 
l.21-22: “from the known branching fraction of the normalisation channel 
B0—>D0pipi. 
Keep the sentence as it is as the Dpipi BF has been updated by us(see LHCb 
Dalitz B to Dpipi paper) since then 
Fig.1: the excited states D_s2 and D*s are given here without discussion; 
please describe the reason for which you write these here 
In the Figure caption we say: “Decay diagrams that contribute to”, we don’t 
say: “all the diagrams that contribute”, we want to spot them as they are 
in fact the relevant ones, see the last section on Dalitz plane inspection. 
Will change the caption to “Sample decay diagrams that …”  
But in fact for the the Bs, we don’t see the decay to Ds(2860) K- ! this is 
a mistake ! 
l.25-26: The branching fractions” 
ok  
l.33: “A revisited” —> “An improved” (?) 
keep revisited to avoid repetition with improved in the next line 
l.37: (suggestion) “This analysis sets the foundations for the study of the 
B(s)—>Dphi decays, which are presented in a separate publication [21]” 
Ok  
l.38: “data set” 
OK and changed also everywhere  
l.41: “that” —> “those” 
OK  
l.43: “detector, as well as” (comma) 
OK  
l.44: “software, is given” 
OK  
l.45: “summarized” (instance of American spelling) and “characterisation” 
(British spelling) 
OK and changed for other cases e.g. “maximising”, “parametrise” instead of 
“maximizing”, “parametrize” … 
l.49: “branching fractions” (plural) 
OK  
l.51: can “eventually” be removed? 
Will keep it to say this is the last section of the paper. 



l.99: “After the trigger, a prefiltering” (comma + no hyphen) 
Ok  
l.105: “two charged tracks” 
Ok  
l.106: “the best PV” is not defined => define here 
best is a spurious adjective, we simply drop this   
l.108: “is used to constrain the B0_(s) momentum” 
ok  
l.109: “the PV and the D0” (no comma); here also “the” PV needs to be 
defined 
ok, but the PV is defined line 61 
l.114: what is “common”: the background or the requirements => please 
rephrase 
The combinatorial background, so ok will rephrase   
l.119: “candidate, a better vertex” 
OK 
l.120: chi^2_IP must be defined 
The sentence before that parenthesis is the definition 
l.126: “is about 8 MeV/c^2. In order to reject” 
ok 
l.130: “slope” —> “shape” ? 
ok  
l.131: “lower-mass limit” (hyphen) 
ok  
l.132: “extraction” —> “measurement” 
replaced by determination 
l.140: “by Belle [30]” 
ok 
l.141: “differ for Belle and the previous LHCb analyses” 
there is only one B to Dpipi analysis to measure BF(B to Dpipi) so I don’t 
add “previous”. 
l.143: should “align” be replaced with “combine” ? 
ok  
l.143: “with different vetoes” 
ok 
l.143: What does “It” refer to? Should the sentence read “The method 
consists of rejecting candidates with m_D0pi– – m_D0…”? (and should the 
pion charge be negative only, since charge conjugation is implied?) 
ok changed to “The veto employed consists of…” and indeed good remark about 
the soft pion charge: thanks a lot! 
l.146: “this mode” refers to which mode? 
B0 to D*-pi+ decays, will make it clearer.  
l.148: “candidates as” (no comma) 
ok  
l.149: only negative pion charge? 
We changed the sentence accordingly 
l.152-153: “determined using calibration samples” 
ok 
l.155: remove “quite” 
ok 
l.155-156: “with simulation that tiny fractions… and D0—>pi+pi–“ 
ok 
l.157: “signal, are selected. Therefore, loose PID” 
ok 
l.160: “doubly Cabibbo-suppressed” 
ok 
l.162: “misidentified” 
ok 
 
l.171: “a loose PID criterion” 
ok 



l.173: “and proton are rejected” 
we prefer to keep “options” 
l.183: remove comma at the end of the line 
ok  
l.185: “events, which are found” 
ok 
l.186: “respectively, “ and “The distributions of the discriminating 
observables are then computed” 
ok 
l.190: “over-training checks” —> “validation” 
ok 
l.195: “B0 candidates, which” 
ok 
l.195: “They” refers to what? 
These variables 
l.199: “variables are kept” (present tense) 
ok 
l.204: “discriminants, and the Fisher discriminant is almost insensitive to 
overtraining effects” 
ok 
l.206: “simplicity, and robustness” + “minimize” (American spelling) 
ok  
Fig.2 caption: “Simulated B0—>D0KK signal decays are displayed as a hatched 
histogram (cyan) normalised to the expected number…” (and is there an extra 
space in “44,  695”?) 
Ok : I fixed everything 
l.217: “on Fig. 2, and for which the signal efficiency is” 
ok 
ll.219-230: could these two paragraphs be dropped? I have the impression 
that they are not essential. Note that if you drop them, the acronym “PHSP” 
will have to be defined elsewhere. If you keep them, please write “data-
driven method” on line 223. 
Ok! Mark and Anton already required this, then you are the third; so I 
really consider this is relevant.  And Indeed this is a check of the method 
robustness that is interesting in the support document, but obviously 
useless in a publication already quite long enough! 
Moved the definition of PHSP to section 4.2 “signal modelling”  
 
l.235-236: “They are based on the optimisation, performed on simulated 
samples, of the expected statistical significance of the signal yields” 
ok 
l.239: when you write “options are denied”, do you mean you apply 
explicitly an “anti-cut” to reject kaons and protons that may still pass 
the positive pion ID requirement? 
Yes indeed! In addition to ask for a positive ID of the pion, we reject 
cases were the cands are also identified as kaon and protons. 
l.240: criteria are tuned by comparing a simulated sample of… and a 
combination of simulated samples that models the misidentified backgrounds” 
ok 
l.244: remove “MC” 
ok 
l.245: “into account the branching fractions [37]” 
ok 
l.246: “significance is computed” 
ok 
l.248: “misidentified background is composed of” (no hyphen, and “composed 
of”) 
ok  
l.249: “In this case”; what is “this”? 
will drop “in this case”, in fact this was to emphasize the fact that we 
now talk about “B(s) to DKK” analysis, but I agree this is not needed  



l.251: remove “In both cases” 
ok  
l.253: “misidentified”; remove “quickly”; and clarify what “in both cases” 
refers to. (note that “in both cases” starts and ends the sentence) 
indeed, what a strange sentence, I replaced the end by “are rejected 
already for loose PID requirements” 
l.254: remove “Therefore, conservatively,” and start the sentence with “The 
loosest” 
ok 
l.254-255: “in order to favour the highest signal efficiency” 
ok 
l.255: specify what “This” refers to 
done 
l.257: “This”? 
done 
l.259: “Sect. 6” (add space) 
ok  
 
l.264-265: “events, i.e. similar relative fractions of multiple candidates 
in both samples: …” 
ok 
l.266: (suggestion) “There are two types… In the first type, for which two 
or more good B or D decay vertices are present, the candidate with the 
smallest… is kept. In the second type, which occurs if a swap of the mass 
hypotheses of the D-decay products leads to a good candidate, the PID 
requirement…” 
ok thanks for that nice proposal 
l.272: remove “MC” 
ok 
l.275: “is assigned for the choice” 
ok 
 
l.276: since the modelling is not only for the background, but also for the 
signal, I propose to change the title to something like “Fit components and 
modelling” 
good idea   
l.278-280: background source: combinatorial, charmless, misidentified, and 
partially reconstructed b-hadron decays” 
ok 
l.284: “is conserved” —> “allows” 
Ok 
l.286-287: “[5240; 5320]MeV/c^2 for the B0-meson decays, and […] MeV/c^2 for 
the B0s-meson decays” 
ok 
l.287-289: I propose to remove the last sentence of this paragraph (the 
argument is given later) 
ok indeed it’s already on line 129, so yes it’s repetition  
l.290: ”The charmless background comes from B decays without a charm meson 
in the decay chain. These decays correspond… or K*0phi.” (and end the 
sentence here, since what comes next is already included in your definition 
of combinatorial backgorund) 
indeed you are right 
l.293: remove the commas on this line 
ok 
l.296: “originate from real b-hadron decays, where” 
ok 
l.301: “it is estimated” 
ok 
l.302: remove “expected to be”; I would also write the numbers in 
parentheses and add the “%” for each. 



It’s a matter of taste; Will keep expected to be, as this is an estimation 
using simulation, not a measurement and keep it as is, as I like the 
compact notation 
l.304: PID requirements (see Sect 3.3)” 
ok  
l.309: “the contribution” 
ok removed expected 
l.310: “and is therefore hereafter neglected” 
ok 
l.312: remove the comma 
ok 
l.315: “background corresponds” (remove “events”) 
ok 
l.318: “neutral pion is not reconstructed” 
ok 
l.318: “kind” —> “type” 
ok 
l.325: remove “rough” 
ok 
l.326: “is approximately the case for … [37]), it is estimated that these 
two backgrounds are: (1.8 +–0.4)% and (16.9 +– 2.7)% of that of the signal… 
, respectively.” 
With keep the compact notation “(\%):” 
l.329: “channels, the decays B0_s—>… are estimated to be (8.4 +– 2.9)% and 
…” 
ok  
l.333: “than those of the misidentified background, but are” 
ok 
 
l.339: “PHSP simulated samples” (define PHSP here if 219-230 are deleted) 
the lines are deleted and indeed I put the definition here 
l.341: “functions are floated for the fit” —> “functions are free to vary 
in the fit” 
ok  
l.345: “is fixed to” 
ok 
l.349: “the subscripts “comb”, “comb. bkg”, etc…, which are abreviations of 
words should be in roman font. 
Ok and changed accordingly sig tot and bkg in Sect. 5 
l.349: “floated” —> “free to vary in the fit” 
ok 
l.352: “Misidentified” 
ok 
l.355: remove “MC” 
ok 
l.356: “Keys” —> “Kernel estimation” (see comment for PRL draft) 
ok 
l.357: “floated individually” —> “free” (remove “individually”, since it is 
said “for each component”) 
ok 
l.360: “To account for differences between data and simulation, these PDFs… 
and mean invariant masses seen in the data” 
ok  
l.365: remove “MC”, and add “Lambda_b —>” for the second mode 
ok 
l.371: “h–“ 
ok 
l.376: “sign” —> “charge” 
ok 
l.377: clarify “to the nominal one” 
nominal means the right charge assignment  



I changed the sentence to “The validity of background modelling has been 
checked while assigning wrongly the proton mass hypothesis to the pion of 
opposite charge to the expected one in the $\Bz$ decay” 
l.385: remove the comma 
ok 
l.389: “nonparametric” 
ok 
l.390: remove “MC” 
ok 
l.391: “misidentified” 
ok 
l.393: “their” —> “the”, and remove “MC” 
ok 
l.395: “since the xsi0_b…” 
ok  
l.396: “its known value” 
ok 
l.397: “is then not associated” 
ok  
l.398: what is the motivation to use an exponential here, while linear 
functions are used for the other fits (Sect. 4.3)? Should a justification 
be given for the different treatment? 
It’s purely empirical and in fact the background shape differs, see the 
supporting document 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/LHCPhysics/B02D0KK/D0KK_v7r2.pdf 
Figures 41 and 42 pages 61 and 62  
l.398: “misidentified” 
ok  
l.399: “obtained from simulation” 
ok  
l.401: remove the comma 
ok 
l.403: “, which is expected” 
ok  
l.405: “No noticeable effect is found… contribution. The outcome of this 
test is nevertheless included…” 
ok  
l.409: “These yields and their uncertainties, summarised in Table 1, are 
used as Gaussian constraints… in Sect. 5.2.” 
ok  
Table 1: align on the +/– signs 
Ok  
l.415: the variable “v” is the sum of the yields (N_i). I suggest to 
replace “expected total yield” with “sum of the yields”. 
Ok  
Eq. 3: replace the index “i” with “j”, since it refers to to component, 
while you have used “i” for the event in Eq. 2. 
Ok and then I will do the same in Eq. 3 
Table 2: add a description of the chi2 and p value in the caption 
ok 
Table 2: write the units in square brackets, and in particular the [x10^–
3]. This is conventional, but the current notation seems to indicate that 
the a_comb values have been divided by 1000. 
Ok  
Table 2: write all the abreviations in roman font (“comb”, Low mass bkg”, 
“ndf”) 
Ok  
Table 2: write the “N” for the signal yields in math mode 
ok 



Table 2: could all the lower case “n” be write in capital “N”, since there 
is a bit of confusion between the “normalisation n” (line 349) and the 
yields in Eq.3. I believe the latter should be used everywhere. 
Ok  
l.421: “explained” —> “described” or “presented” 
ok 
l.435: “yields of the modes Lamba_b…” 
ok 
l.436: “Sect. 4.5” (add space) 
ok 
l.436-437: I am not sure what to conclude from the fact that the values are 
so close to the central values in Table 1. Are the uncertainties in Table 1 
larger than the constraint one can obtain in the fit? Is this understood? 
Yes this is a constrained fit and the output values are compatible with a 
dedicated fit as listed in Table 1. The values are close: this is a good 
thing as the constraints make sense, and the uncertainties are close. Why 
do you see a problem? The outputs are exactly as what they are expected to 
be, only small shifts on central values and uncertainties are seen. These 
are constraints and not fixed values. But the fit output says we could have 
make the choice to fix them, but this would have been just a posterior 
possibly biased option. So: so far so good!    
l.438: “The numbers of signal events are N() = …. , N() = … , and N() = … , 
and the ratio…” (check the commas and the “and”) 
you are right but no comma before the second “and”: A and B but A, B, and C  
l.440: How is the ratio obtained? Is it coming directly from the fit, in 
which case this should be written in the fit description, or from the 
measured yields? If the latter, a naive propagation of uncertainties gives 
a larger uncertainty than 0.017. Is this because of correlations? Please 
clarify. 
The ratio is directly obtained from the fit and indeed this the value used 
for the ratio of branching fraction Bd to DKK/Bs to DKK measurement. The 
yield Bs to DKK listed in the Table is derived from the ratio. That’s why 
the uncertainty is smaller. I will then add a sentence in the text.  
l.442: describe how are the chi2 and p-value evaluated, since they cannot 
come directly from the ML fit 
You are rigorously right, but it’s too technical for such a paper! But be 
certain we do things properly in RooFit see the supporting document. The 
values listed here are just indications to assess the goodness of the fit 
and are not used later on. 
l.443: “are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, and Fig. 5 shows the same plots with 
logarithmic scale in order to visualise the shape and the magnitudes…” 
ok 
l.446—448: write “the scripts “fit” in roman font 
ok 
l.446: “in Figs. 3 and 4” 
ok  
l.451: why do you write non observation since the fitted yields are 2-3 
sigma significant? 
Precisely because below 3 sigma there is no evidence of signal, while above 
5 there is an observation. I am not certain to understand your point 
thought … By the way the test that we perform Line 450 to 452 is just a 
sanity check that was proposed by a former B2OC convener Sneha Malde to 
make sure that adding PDFs in the fit for these modes makes sense. And we 
happily subscribed to that request   
l.453: why would there be a need for a systematic uncertainty, since these 
components are in the fit? 
The answer is just in the above item: “this is a sanity check”  
l.454: “Pseudoexperiments are generated” 
ok present tense 
l.456: “The fit is then repeated” 
ok 



l.458: “while measuring” 
ok 
l.459: “test is performed” 
ok 
l.460: “to the corresponding… pseudoexperiment” 
ok  
l.461: remove “nicely” and “right” 
ok this is not romantic literature publication ! (-; 
l.462: why are “means” and “deviations” plural, since the expected mean is 
0 and the standard deviation is 1 for all distributions? I suggest to write 
singular, and to put a full stop after “standard deviation” and continue 
with “Statistical uncertainties on the yields obtained from the fit are 
therefore well estimated” 
ok  
 
l.468: remove “follows :” 
ok  
l.470: “are obtained from the fits” 
ok  
l.471: “is taken from Ref. [46]. Each efficiency epsilon…” 
ok  
l.471: “triggering, and selection” 
ok  
l.473: “B decays” (no hyphen) 
ok  
l.473: “The efficiency factorises as” (and remove colon) 
ok  
Eq. 7: write all superscript in roman font (and in the following 
paragraphs) 
Ok  
l.476: “from the simulation, and corresponds to the fraction of simulated 
events…” 
ok  
l.479: “Fisher selection efficiencies” 
ok  
l.480 + 482: remove “MC” 
ok  
l.486: “only the ratios of efficiencies” 
ok 
 
l.492: “in simulation and is included” 
ok  
Eq. 8: move “where” to a line of text 
And and rearranged the equation accordingly  
l.496: end the equation with a comma and continue on line 496 with “N_ref 
is the number of events that can be triggered and N_TOS&!TIS is the 
number…” 
ok  
 
l.501: “The value of f = (69+–1)% has been computed using…” 
ok 
l.502: “extracted” —> “obtained” 
ok 
l.503: remove “: f = (69+–1)%” 
ok 
l.504: “both in simulation and in data” 
ok 
l.505: “Similarly, the value” 
ok 
l.507: “PHSP simulated samples corrected with a large and pure” 
ok 



l.508: “events” —> “decays” 
ok 
l.509: “of the charged particle” (singular) 
ok 
l.510: “its electrics charge, pT, the region of the calorimeter it impacts, 
…” 
ok 
l.512: remove the commas 
ok 
 
l.518: “as a function of the” 
ok 
l.519: add commas around the efficiency symbol “, epsilon(…) ,” 
ok 
l.527: “uncertainties on the efficiency corrections” 
ok 
l.527-530: “with 1000 pseudoexperiments for each decay mode. The 
computation of the average is validated with an alternative procedure in 
which the Dalitz phase space is divided in…” 
ok 
Table 3: use square brackets for the units, and align the values on the +– 
sign 
ok 
l.534: “very similar” —> “compatible” (?) 
yes compatible 
l.536: “components” —> “contributions” 
ok 
l.538: remove colon 
ok 
 
l.550: “for all three modes” 
ok  
l.552: “Simulation studies show” 
ok 
l.553: “channels. A 2% systematic uncertainty” (split sentence and remove 
“conservative”) 
ok 
l.556: “when the final state of the signal and normalisation channels are 
different” (and remove the comma on line 556) 
ok 
l.560: “As the same PID requirements are used” 
ok 
l.562-563: “An overall PID systematic uncertainty of 2% on the ratio…” 
ok 
 
l.565: “Signal and background modelling” 
ok  
l.567: “in the fit to m_D0hh are studied. Additional components are 
considered for each fit on m_Dpipi and m_DKK. 
Ok  
l.569: should “component” be changed to “yield”? And why do you refer to 
backgrounds (plural), while only one had a negative yield? 
Ok for yield,  but a few are compatible with zero ! 
l.570: “deviation is evaluated” 
ok 
l.570-572: should these 3 lines be moved to the beginning of Section 7 
(line 543)? 
No because Table 4 is only for systematic uncertainties related to the 
fits. So for this Sect. 7.2 
l.575: remove “MC” and “in the nominal fir on data of the invariant mass 
m_d0pipi” 



ok 
l.576: “tail parameters, compatible with the covariance matrix obtained 
from a fit to simulated data are generated and used as new fixed values.” 
Ok but I never ever use “data” with “simulation, simulated”, so use here 
“simulated events”. 
l.578: “a 1.0% effect, which is set as the associated systematic 
uncertainty” 
ok 
l.584: clarify “their” and “they” 
ok  
l.586: “stays unchanged, while that of the B0_s” 
ok 
l.587: “This results” (please clarify) 
ok 
l.588: “and a larger variation of 1.7% on” 
ok 
l.589: “about” —> “to account for” 
ok 
l.590: “floated during” —> “free in” 
in fact the mass difference is fixed in the nominal fit (see Sect 4.2) so 
this is a mistake and this contradicts the next sentence  
l.590: the two instances of “this fit” need clarification 
the clarification was made and taking the previous item remark 
l.593: “uncorrelated, and are added” 
ok  
Table 4: should be moved to the bottom of the page (or move the last line 
to the next page) 
Ok moved slightly later  
l.598: “is fixed to the expected” 
ok  
l.599: “nonparametric” 
ok 
l.600: remove “MC” 
ok 
l.601: “nonparametric” 
ok 
l.602: remove “MC” 
ok 
l.603: “inspired from” 
ok  
l.605: “confirmed by Ref. [59]” (add Ref.): it is not clear what that 
sentence means; please clarify. 
In fact the f_L ~66% of B to D*omega is confirmed by a Belle paper on B to 
D* omega pi (Ref). This is quite unique yet and typical of VV colour-
suppressed B2OC decays so I changed the location. The measurement of fL for 
Bs to D*phi is another case of that small(ie significantly lower than 90% 
HQET for B to DX external diagram)f_L in colour suppressed B2OC decays. 
l.608: “is used to define the nonparametric PDF” 
ok 
l.610: “Their” ? 
ok  
l.611: “is found to be” 
ok  
l.612: “fixed in the nominal fit, resulting in a relative…” 
ok  
l.615-616: this sentence is unclear; can it be rephrased? 
Ok I have rewritten this sentence 
l.617: “This” refers to what? 
Now clarified 
l.619: “MC” —> “simulation” 
ok 



l.619: “this”? 
ok  
l.619: “nonparametric” 
ok  
l.621: “This”? 
ok 
l.623: “Lambda_b —> D0ppi–” 
ok 
l.634: “uncorrelated” 
ok  
l.635: specify what the “second” ratio refers to. 
ok 
l.637: full stop is missing 
ok 
Tables 5 and 6: units in square brackets; “eff’cy” —> “efficiency”; “PDF 
modelling”; and could the two tables be combined into a single table in 
which some lines are filled for both modes and others not? 
Ok  
 
l.641: “decay and results in the first observation” 
ok 
l.644: “where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second 
systematic.” 
ok 
l.648: “where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second 
systematic.” 
Ok  
l.651: “where the first uncertainties are statistical, the second 
systematic, and the third is…” 
OK 
l.653: “These results are compatible and more precise than the previous 
LHCb results [17] for the same decays, B() =…, based on a subset of the 
current data set, and supersede them” 
ok 
l.658: “using the LHCb Run II data sample.” (full stop here and delete the 
end of the sentence) 
ok 
l.659: “has been” —> “is” 
ok 
l.663: add comma after “window” 
ok 
l.663: “is displayed in Fig. 6” 
ok 
l.664: “observable” —> “visible” 
ok 
l.664-665: why do you refer here only to the a0(980) and f0(980), and not 
the phi(1020)? Does the resolution of the Dalitz plot allow to exclude the 
phi? If that is the case, maybe a short explanation could be added. 
We simply can’t see this in DP 2D neither in DP projection KK as the phi if 
any is overwhelmed by the neighbour a0/f0 signals  
Because the phi is OZI and W -exchange  suppressed in Bd decays see Fig the 
d of the Bd imposes that the KK is produces either in Ds** K decay or D0 
a0/f0 decay. This is also one purpose of the companion PRL paper. So I 
won’t add anything else than :   “In the K+K- system, the resonances 
a0(980) and f0(980) seem to be dominant. A search for the rare transition 
through the $\phi$ resonance constitutes a separate 
publication~\cite{PRLDphi}” 
l.668: remove “in addition” and end the sentence with (l.669) “in strong 
interaction and cannot explain the observed feature” 
ok 
l.674: add comma after “window”, and “is shown in Fig. 7” 



ok 
l.677: the comment can be deleted 
ok 
l.678: remove “quite” 
ok 
l.683: “Also, “ —> “In addition, “ 
ok 
 
Acknowledgements: update with latest version of the template 
Ok done and LHCb-PAPER.bib and LHCb-Authorlist_flat_05-Feb-2018.tex 
 
References: 
l.710: “quark mixing angle gamma” 
ok  
l.711: remove “no. 3” 
Ref[14]: can a hyperlink be added? 
l.748: “LHCb collaboration” and make the reference “(in preparation)” 
l.800: remove “no. 4” 
l.827: remove “no. 3” 
l.831: remove “no. 1” 
ok for all of the above 


